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morning to make a simple breakfast and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $26.00
$7.95

7867903 MARY KONDO’S KURASHI AT HOME. Encourages you to visualize your ideal life, from the moment you wake up until the end of each day. Kondo’s unique suggestions empower you to embrace what you love about your life and those things that inspire you in your home, activities, and relationships—like creating a calm nook for writing and reflection, taking time each day to set intentions, and keeping house an active and satisfying pastime.

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Residential Architecture**

7999097  THE HANDBOOK OF HOME DESIGN: An Architect's Blueprint for Shaping Your Home. By Jane Clark. Clark takes you step by step of the way from understanding your home, reading a plan and writing a brief, right through to helping you to learn about new materials and having the confidence to get what you want on the building site. Packed full of tips and tricks, inspiration and technical know-how. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Kyle Books. 7½x9½. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

8403181  BIG BOOK OF SMALL HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION: Over 500 House Plans Under 1200 Square Feet. Whether you’re looking to build a cabin, cottage or tiny house, you’re sure to find the ideal home that fits you and your lifestyle. Featuring easy to follow floor plans and blueprints available for purchase for each plan, this extensive catalog will help you discover and build the small home of your dreams. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

9031983  PREFABULOUS FOR EVERYONE. By Sheri Koones. The demand for more energy-efficient, sustainable housing is on the upswing, and prefabrication is a rising solution. Here are examples and inspiration for low-maintenance, smaller houses in myriad styles and sizes within a multi-level urban builds. Ideal for vacation homes, full-time living or accessory dwelling units. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00 $9.95

1729462  COMPACT CABINS: Simple Living in 1,000 Square Feet or Less. By Gerald Rowan. Create the cabin of your dreams with this exciting collection of 62 creative floor plans that feature innovative storage, clever use of outdoor space, and modern modular elements, and off the grid energy options, all in less than 1,000 square feet. Well illus. 216 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

7714653  ULTIMATE BOOK OF MODERN FARMHOUSE PLANS: 350 Illustrated Designs. A collection of 350 of today’s newest and most popular modern farmhouse designs with open, functional floor plans and simple, striking exteriors. Find your dream home and build your own smart, simple, and modern farmhouse. Modern modular elements and off the grid energy options, all in less than 1,000 square feet. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

7869541  BARNDOMINIUMS: Your Guide to a Perfect, Inexpensive Dream Home By Chris Schacht. Barns are made to make the most of the benefits of the barndominium, including its flexibility, easy design, cost-effectiveness, and more. Plan your personalized dream home, includingwhich materials you want, a design guide for specific rooms, and finalizing your plans. Your guide to every step including hiring a builder vs. self-contacting and so on. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**Architectural Details**

7966470  THE CONTEMPORARY LOG HOME: Solid Wood Homes for Residential Living. By Michael Lennartz. Presents 30 ambitious, current block and solid wood houses that have been built around the globe. These structures use sustainable heating and cooling systems, taking advantage of renewable energies and raw materials. Filled with detailed photos and plans, this volume is an inspiration for eco-friendly builders everywhere. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $18.95

1930125  TIMBER FRAMING FOR THE REST OF US. By Rob Roy. Describes in depth the timber framing methods used by most contractors, farmers, and owner-builders to create post and beam structures in much less time. The book includes everything an owner-builder needs to know about building strong and beautiful structural frames from heavy timbers. Illus. in color. 176 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

3760103  SKOOLIE! How to Turn a School Bus or Van into a Tiny Home or Recreational Vehicle. By Will Sutherland. A school bus can be everything you need for an adventurous life on the go. With a little elbow grease and the right tools, anyone can convert a school bus into a customized tiny home. The author's first book through the process start to finish, from choosing your bus to removing seats and installing insulation, a kitchen, a bathroom, and more. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Storey. 11x8¼. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95

1930079  REAL GOODS SOLAR LIVING SOURCEBOOK, 14TH EDITION REVISED. By John Schaeffer. The work is the ultimate guide to renewable energy, sustainable living, natural and green building, off-grid living and alternative transportation. Includes brand new sections on home building and urban homesteading, and completely rewritten chapters on solar technology, sustainable transportation and relocation. Well illus. 464 pages. New Society. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

**Home Building & Remodeling**


7838832  COTTAGES, CABINS, AND UNIQUE RETREATS. By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $23.95

**Real Estate**

7979679  BLACK + DECKER ESSENTIAL HOME SKILLS HANDBOOK. By Chris Peterson. This work is DIY instruction you can trust. It’s a plain-language resource with directions not for experts, but for anyone looking to take on any repair or maintenance tasks. Color photos. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

7918907  BUILD YOUR OWN HANDYMAN BUSINESS: How to Make Money with Short-Term Rentals. By J.R. Rich & the Staff of Entrepreneur Media. Learn how to outperform your competition, generate the highest revenue possible for your short-term rental, and protect your home from the unexpected by following the guidelines of experienced Airbnb hosts and veteran Superhosts. You’re in charge of how much you can yield. 266 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.75 $17.95

7823562  EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT RENTING BUT DIDN’T KNOW HOW TO ASK. By Jones Bordo with H. Hildebolt. You’ll find tips on determining your price range, ordering options in person or from afar, negotiating your lease, bringing your pet and moving out, being a good neighbor, and much more. 299 pages. BenBella. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**Vacation & Country Homes**

7705670  CABIN STYLE. By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Shows the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountainous regions around the country. Beautifully curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to transitional to modern. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

3955265  BUILDING YOUR TINY HOUSE DREAM: Design and Build a Camper-Style Tiny House with Your Own Hands. By Chris Schacht. This ultimate resource will walk you through the entire construction process from start to finish. The step-by-step guide will give you everything you need to build your tiny house for the best results and the best value. Includes your information about costs, safety, and more, and includes invaluable information on kitchen and bathroom options for a small space. 176 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7836945  COUNTRY PLUMBING: Living with a Septic System. By Gerry Hartigan. First published in 1984, Country Plumbing covers such topics as designing a system and having one installed with step by step instructions and requirements, and dealing with emergencies. 84 pages. Alan C. Hood. Paperback. Pub. at $12.50 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/932
7874178 BLACK + DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DECKS, 7TH EDITION. Contains all the information you need to build your own deck the right way. Shows how to create a perfect deck by using the codes, tools, and materials that professional deck builders use today. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.45 $12.95

7873328 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING HOME SKILLS: Master Your Domain with Practical Solutions to Everyday Challenges. Ed. by Jane Francisco. Expert advice on how to get everything done faster and easier. Learn 850 shortcut skills such as: master your knife technique in the kitchen, get ride of fruit flies and other pests, keep your room, seal a drafty window, remove common stains, and more! Color photos. 222 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $25.00 $9.50

*7933568 FAMILY HANDYMAN BEFORE YOU CALL A PRO. Ed. by Ann Walter. Many of the repairs outsourced to experts can be accomplished at home by a homeowner with a little know how. Professional quality results are easy to achieve at home with guidance from the experts collected in this guide. From your yard, deck and roof to the bathroom and kitchen, all areas of your home are covered in this valuable resource. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Trusted Media Brands. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★1927515 ★ projects for building your BACKYARD HOMESTEAD. Ed. by David D. Reesor. How to create your own planters, pens, coops, and sheds; install aquaponics and hydroponics; add wind and solar power; build aquaculture structures, build beehives, and more. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4990773 QUICK and EASY PAINT TRANSFORMATIONS: 50 Step-By-Step Ways to Makeover Your Home for Next to Nothing. By Annie Sloan. With photos alone and in one hand and a brush in the other, you can learn how to create different paint finishes and effects to change everyday rooms and furniture into something special with a can of paint. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.50


78866X7 WEEKEND REFRESH: Home Design in 48 Hours or Less. By Tastemade. The easy to follow DIYs in this volume include clear instructions so you can complete projects, such as building a pergola and a DIY wall, and a coastal living room. You&’ll get tools, such as using a mood board to direct your vision. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

★7963912 TASTY HOME LIFE SKILLS: From Organizing Your Kitchen to Saving a Houseplant, Money-Saving Hacks and Easy DIYs, You Need to Know How to Develop different life skills involving cleaning, decor, organizing, cooking, and more. The helpful instructions, creative hacks, and simple tips will make turning your house into a home easy. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

7849389 LIVING on FLOOD PLAINS AND WETLANDS: A Homeowner’s Handbook. By Ken Horner. Packed with clear diagrams, skill building exercises, and simple rules of thumb, this handy reference will show you how to be a successful carpenter, woodworker, or serious do it yourselfer how indispensable the steel square can be. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7847186 BLACK + DECKER THE HARDWORKING HOME. By Mark Johanson. All about achievable home improvements you can do to upgrade your living environment, with plenty of step by step instructions and photographs to guide you. Some improvements are quite simple and others require a little more renovation savvy. 175 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


Help for the Handyman

7871129 FAMILY HANDYMAN WHOLE HOUSE PRO TIPS: Over 665 Pointers! Tackle useful home improvement projects, both indoors and outdoors, and get high quality results with first hand tips from actual pros. You can do it yourself by following step by step instructions for your whole home. With the tips, along with photos, you’ll be more confident and ready to take on your DIY to do list! 272 pages. Trusted Media Brands. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

487584 HOMEMADE CONVENiences and HOW to MAKE THEM. Designers’ tips to speed and simplify everything from making your own butter to organizing and storing tools, the easy to make mechanisms you’ll find here can be built with tools and materials you have on hand. Illus. 204 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

7891264 FARM DIY: 20 Useful and Fun Projects for Your Farm or Homestead. By Daniel & Samantha Johnson. Featuring a creative mix of both practical and decorative projects for working and hobby farms, this is the ultimate guide to enhancing your homestead. Try your hand at 20 useful and fun projects, from extracting and bottling honey to building a goat see-saw and stand. Includes step by step instructions and photographs. Illus. 192 pages. CompanionHouse, 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★4824180 ELECTROPLATING for AMATEURS: Classic Reference for Small Workshops. By J.A. Poyner. A complete manual detailing the principles and practices of several forms and functions of electroplating. Featuring basic principles, various fundamental techniques, and insightful sections on electrical supply, cleaning the substrate, and more. Illus. 61 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

Hand & Power Tools

★1927506 ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO THE STEEL SQUARE. By Ken Horner. Packed with clear diagrams, skill building exercises, and simple rules of thumb, this handy reference will show you how to be a successful carpenter, woodworker, or serious do it yourselfer how indispensable the steel square can be. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

Plumbing & Electrical

★7721064 ULTIMATE GUIDE WIRING, 5TH EDITION. By John Caloggero et al. Describes the various electrical systems with easy to understand language, step by step photography, and detailed illustrations. Homeowners and DIYers choose more than any other. This guide provides step by step instructions to develop the skills to build many different types of walls and surface. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

Stonework & Masonry

★7989065 TRADITIONAL BRICKWORK: Construction, Repair and Maintenance. By Terrence Lee. Explains the manufacture and use of brick in England, revealing its characteristics and versatility. It also examines the survival of traditional brickwork and the practical methods to assess, construct, repair and maintain it, together with the necessary tools and materials. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Crowood. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

7973245 DRY STONE WALLING: Materials and Techniques. By Nick Alken. A dry stone wall is more than a pile of rocks. It is a carefully built combination of specialized stones, each co-operating with the other to create something useful, strong and attractive. This guide provides step by step instructions to develop the skills to build many different types and styles of wall. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7926081 ULTIMATE GUIDE WALKS, PATIOS & WALLS, 2ND EDITION. Ed. by Kathie Robitz. Dozens of design ideas for your home. Easy to follow step by step instructions for the most popular landscape projects. Includes a complete list of tools and materials for each project. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Cabinetry & Furniture Making

**774482X BUILDING WOOD AND RESIN RIVER-SYLE TABLES: A Step-by-Step Guide to Design, Techniques, and Inspirational Ideas.** By Bradyn Zimmerman. Features detailed overviews and tutorials for each step of the process from start to finish, you’ll know how to select and prepare the live edge slab, make an epoxy table form, prepare, color, and pour the epoxy resin, and so much more. This absolute guide will equip you with all the skills and knowledge you need to create your own kind of table. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**7777133 BOOKCASES, BUILT-INS & CABINETS. Ed. by Christina Giannino. Whether it’s a simple freestanding bookcase or a functioning as the focal point in a grand library, this guide will show you how to choose materials, and offer advice on the nuances of design, construction, installation and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 219 pages. Taunton. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4990102 BUILDING A PANEL BEDROOM SUITE. By Joseph D. Groe. Detailed, easily understood descriptions, accompanied by over 260 color photos and 34 detailed plans, explain and show every step of the furniture building process, utilizing a table saw, standard router bits, and commonly found woodshop tools. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

**779429 MAKE YOUR OWN WORKBENCH: A Woodworker’s Guide to Building the Right Bench for the Shop. By the eds. of Popular Woodworking. Discover the basic workbench designs to get you started, from a knockdown design to a heavyweight fixture that will last for generations. Well illus. in color. 110 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 PRICE CUT TO $17.95


Woodworking

**4666932 WOOD BENDING HANDBOOK: Ministry of Technology. By W.C. Stevens & N. Turner. With this classic guidebook, you can discover the inside world of wood bending: a unique and beautiful form of woodworking that will allow you to create everything from delicate to massive forms. This handbook includes detailed instructions on the processes of solid, laminated, and plywood bending. 232 pages. Schiffer. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $15.95

**7774118 THE FOREST WOODWORKER: A Step-by-Step Guide to Working with Green Wood. By S. van der Meer & J. Suijker. Learn all about the techniques for wood-cutting,解 析 and shape it; how to craft your own tools such as a shaving horse, wooden club, chopping block and saw horse; then use them to make spoons, spurtles, stools and chairs. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Search. Search. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**7778944 CARVING DEER. By Desiree Haynes. Offers ready-to-use carving patterns for making realistic wildlife furniture and outdoor lawn items, including expert tips on carving challenging details like eyes, nose, and mouth, along with textures, painting, and finishing techniques; clear reference photos; and much more. Fox Chapel. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**7965605 WOODSTEP WORKBY STEP: Carpentry Techniques Made Easy. By Alan Bridgewater et al. Discover all the tools you need and how to use and maintain them, how to prepare the wood, the methods to make more than 20 different woodcuts, veneer cutting, and tips on restoring old furniture. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorrin Kindsley. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**7978937 MAKING WOODEN FURNITURE FOR AMERICAN GIRL AND OTHER 18-INCH DOLLS, THIRD EDITION. By Dennis Simons. With easy to follow patterns cover all the essential techniques you need to create furniture for dolls up to 18 inches tall. Fully illus. 88 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**7982418 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WOODTURNING ON THE LATHE: Everything You Need to Know Plus 8 Projects to Get You Started. By Luke Voytas. Includes everything you need to know to start on the lathe, including basics like machine anatomy, woodturning vocab, safety considerations, selecting and souring your wood. You’ll learn to prepare your wood for the lathe, develop your techniques with your tools, finish your project, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**7940114 EVERYDAY WOODWORKING: A Beginner’s Guide to Woodcraft with 12 Handy Projects. By Luke Voytas. With 40 projects shown step by step with the beginner in mind. The projects are simple but not primitive and techniques covered include everything from measuring and marking to sanding and finishing to lacquer or shellac. Fully illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**7961360 CARVING THE WOODWIND: The Complete Illustrated Guide to Choosing and Using 100 Decorative Woods. By Nick Gibbs. This comprehensive and fascinating book provides an easy-to-understand guide for woodworkers. The enthusiasm of all skill levels will learn the benefits of species they have never previously considered. Find out how trees are converted into boards, to how to buy and store timber, and much more. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4990110 CARVING A 1930S STREET SCENE. By Caricature Carvers of America. Discover downtown U.S.A. during the Great Depression, as seen through the eyes of 29 of North America’s top caricature carvers. The beautifully detailed 1930s street scene featured here includes information on each artist’s approach to developing ideas, building models, carving, painting, and more. 168 pages. Schiffer. 11x14. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**103352 THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO WOOD PELLET PROJECTS: Stumping Ideas for Furniture, Decor, and More. By S. Hartmann & D. Darke. Rustic meets modern with this unique collection of designs. The beautifully detailed 1930s street scene featured here includes information on each artist’s approach to developing ideas, building models, carving, painting, and more. 168 pages. Schiffer. 11x14. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**7787499 WOODWORKING: Techniques, Tools, and Everything You Need to Know. By Vicenc Gilbert et al. This practical manual is the essential reference for learning and honing your woodworking and carpentry skills. Lavishly photographed and illustrated to help guide readers step by step, the instructions, you can now become a wood working master with all encompassing reference. 159 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**7964653 DUST COLLECTION SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY BUDGET. Ed. by Kaylee Scholfeld. Will help you make the best decisions on dust collection to match your space and resources. From bags and gloves to ear protection and electrical safety, this volume has everything you need to bust dust right at the source. Packed with tips, tricks, and expert advice. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**7946775 CARVING ANIMALS: Bunnies and Chipmunks. By Rosalyn Leahy Daisley. Riz carefully leads readers through the carving process, from cutting out the blank to painting and completing the four projects. The 739 color photos show each step, while the text explains what to do and how to perform that particular procedure. Step by step all levels of carving experience. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $17.95

**7990640 THE BOX MAKER’S GUITAR BOOK: Sweet-Sounding Design & Build Projects for Musicians. By Doge Stowe. Break down the guitar into its easily made component parts so you can mix and match to create your own unique instrument. You’ll learn how to create sound holes, necks, frets, nuts, tail pieces, all the pieces you need to design and build your musical masterpiece and more. Fully illus. in color. 167 pages. Blue Hills. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**7919794 MID-CENTURY WOODWORKING: 80 Projects to Make by Hand. By A.W.P. Kettless. The simple instructions and easy to follow patterns cover all the essential techniques you need to create the clean lines, gentle curves and organic shapes of these 80 iconic furnishings, including wood finishing, turning and laminating, veneering, casting and so much more. Fully illus. Some color. 320 pages. Batsford. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**7754353 MAKE YOUR OWN TOOLBOX: A Woodworker’s Guide to Building Chests, Cases, & Cabinets. By the eds. of Popular Woodworking. With 21 selections to choose from, you’ll find just the plans you need, whether you’re looking for a compact caddy, a rugged but still portable storage unit, or an heirloom-quality piece with many-drawer cabinet to crown your workbench. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cedar Lane. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**7832288 CARVING THE COYOTE. By Dale Power. Using both hand and power tools, Power leads you happily through the entire process of carving a realistic howling coyote in Basswood. Easy step by step instructions and full color photos will make the process a delight. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/1. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 PRICE CUT TO $2.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/932
Woodworking

**7784414 ART OF PYROGRAPHY: The Innovative Artist.** By Cherry Ferris. Shows how to use a decade's worth of tools and techniques to create stunning woodburned art. Illustrates step by step and features how-to advice from woodburner Robin A. Hildreth's art. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


---

**Legal Advice & The Legal System**

**1177745 A STUDENT'S GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF LAW.** By Gerard V. Bradley. For those who wish to understand the civil law of a political society such as the United States, this book focuses on matters that most law schools neglect or teach badly: where law comes from, what it is, and how to morally judge it. 134 pages. S&I Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

**7824847 THE LAW BOOK: 250 Milestones & Laws.** By Michael H. Roifer. Covers 250 of the most fundamental, far-reaching and often controversial cases, laws and trials that have profoundly changed our society for the good or bad. Organized chronologically, the entries each consists of a short essay while the "Notes and Further Reading" Section provides resources for more in-depth study. Features full-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Fully illus.越多, more. 428 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95

**7938063 LAW FORMS FOR PERSONAL USE, 12TH EDITION.** Ed. by Iona Bray. Makes it easy to create legal agreements and wills. Practical advice. The instructions will help you plan your estate; delegate authority, rent out a place to live; borrow or lend money; sell personal property; and more. 408 pages. Nolo. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**772750X REPRESENT YOURSELF IN COURT, 11TH EDITION: Prepare & Try a Winning Civil Case.** By P. Bergman & S. Berman. Many disputes are too big for small claims court but too small to warrant a lawyer's fee. Fortunately, if you're willing to learn the courtroom ropes, you can successfully handle your own case from start to finish. The guide breaks the pretrial and trial process down into easy to understand steps so you can win a civil case. 576 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

**7937873 THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, 10TH EDITION: Find and Use Free Content for Your Website, Book, App, Music, Art, and More.** By Stephen Fishman. Helps you to find and identify which creative works are protected by copyright and which are not and covers the rules for writings, music, art, photographs, architecture, maps, movies, software, and more. Also covers the latest regarding copyright and the public domain. 434 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95


**7489050 THE FREEDOM BIBLE.** By Ted Adams. Your A to Z guide to knowing your individual rights and seeking more control and freedom through everyday decisions. Examples include: Escape invasive technology; guard your privacy and free speech on social media; challenge governing boards from HOAs to school boards; and more. 276 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**8792820 NOLO'S GUIDE TO SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY, 12TH EDITION: Getting & Keeping Your Benefits.** By David A. Morton III. This comprehensive and completely updated covers SSI and SSDI, shows you how to prove a disability, and explains how you qualify, education, and work experience affect your chances. Parents will find special information about benefits available to children with a disability. 450 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99


**3719227 101 THINGS I LEARNED IN LAW SCHOOL.** By Vibeth Norgaard Martin with M. Frederick. Three Rivers. Pub. at $18.00


---

**Personal Finance**

**7816405 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO FRUGAL LIVING: Save Money, Plan Ahead, Pay Off Debt & Live Well.** By Daisy Luther. Whether you need to get your finances under control or simply want to save big, the strategies to reach them are the same. Here you will find hundreds of fresh ideas for living a full life without spending a lot of money. 221 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**7923155 THE TRUTH ABOUT CRYPTO: A Practical, Easy-to-Understand Guide to Bitcoin, Blockchain, NFTs, and Other Digital Assets.** By Abigail R. Gehring. Provides a unique resource for anyone looking to expand their crypto knowledge, from the 9-to-5 grind to the rich and famous. 144 pages. Nolo. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**799818X OVERCOME IT: How to Build a Secure Financial Future in the Age of Artificial Intelligence.** By Scott Ginn. Ginn sets out a practical roadmap to financial freedom and early retirement. Shows how retiring early will become a necessity, not just a goal; how much money you'll need to live well without a steady 9-5 job; how to reduce debt; the ins and outs of the stock market; how to save for retirement; and more. 197 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**7851506 ESTATE PLANNING (IN PLAIN ENGLISH).** By L.D. Duboff & A. Bryan. An invaluable resource for preparing your estates and for your families, this guide will enable readers to take the necessary steps to preserve their legacies. 310 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


**1337786 RICH DAD POOR DAD.** By Robert T. Kiyosaki. Explores the myth that you need to earn a high income to become rich, especially in a world where technology and a global economy are changing the rules. Shows how acquiring and building assets can be more important to your future than a big paycheck. 224 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $17.95

**7837429 THE WAY TO WEALTH: Advice, Hints, and Tips on Business, Money, and Finance.** By Benjamin Franklin. Refines his maxims and homilies in order to make them more subtle and sophisticated. This work will teach you how to start a business, make money, and save for the future. 238 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $34.99

**6041741 THINK AND GROW RICH.** By Napoleon Hill. More than just positive thinking, Hill’s philosophy is a tested and tested technique that can propel you to success. Clear, simple steps, Hill explains his “law of success” which is the cornerstone for harnessing your potential and growing your wealth. 255 pages. Arcus. $7.95
**7881150** 2024 DRAGONS BY ANNE STOKES CALENDAR. Features striking designs and lifelike portrayals of fantasy subjects. Her art covers a broad range of themes from the romantic and magical enchanted forest, to fearsome dragons and the dark underworld of gothic vampires. Calendar runs September 2023 through December 2024. Flame Tree. 11x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**7898238** 2024 GNOME CALENDAR. Brighten your year with a sweet crew of gnomes going about their days. The images are accompanied by tidbits of gnome wisdom; sometimes a fresh coat of paint and a new perspective are all that’s needed to bring some color into your life. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**7835337** THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF EVERYDAY KNOTS. By Geoffrey Budworth. Demonstrates the best way to be reliable, workable knots, handy for fishing, boating, climbing, cats, households, and everything else. Includes sections on Overhand Knots; Figure of Eight Knots; Bowlines & Sheet Bends, Crossing Knots; and other useful knots. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Skyhorse. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**7888325** 2024 LEEWELLYN’S MAGICAL MYSTICAL CATS CALENDAR. Illus. by Ciro Marchetti. A full year of charming catбудух. With 12 magical scenes that any cat lover will adore, this calendar showcases feline poise and playfulness in a uniquely captivating way. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**7912935** 2024 LARGE PRINT CALENDAR. A durable, high-capacity, and high-quality calendar that remains constant throughout every month. With a fresh and attractive design. Calendar runs July 2023 to December 2023. Plato. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

**7989071** 2024 AUDUBON BIRD GARDEN CALENDAR. Celebrates the familiar backyard birds, encouraging us to see them again as if for the first time, to delight in their jewel-like colors and cheerful music. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**7893290** 2024 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC MOON CALENDAR. Features 90 years of experience and hundreds of years of research into the power of the moon to influence human behavior and events. Calendar runs July 2023 to December 2023. Old Farmer’s Almanac, 11x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $6.95

**7910231** 2024 AUDUBON BIRDS PAGE-A-DAY CALENDAR. Every day, feel the thrill of a new sighting, up close and in exquisite detail. Collect hundreds of stunning portraits of avian species from around the world. Accompanying the photographs are captions with common and scientific names. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**7881569** 2024 ROUSH CALENDAR. Celebrates classic American cars and everything all along the route, with a dozen destinations beautifully photographed in full color. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95


**7873093** 2024 UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE STAMP ART CALENDAR. Celebrates 225 years of American history and culture with this 2024 wall calendar featuring 12 collages of iconic stamp art from the U.S. Post Office. Commemorate seminal figures and historic moments in our nation’s history with this one-of-a-kind calendar. Calendar runs September 2023 to December 2023. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $15.99

**8679204** 2024 THIS DAY IN HISTORY CALENDAR. For history lovers and trivia buffs alike, a day to day record of extraordinary happenings throughout the ages. Calendar runs January 1 through December 2024. Sourcebooks. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**7870884** 2024 GARFIELD CALENDAR. Add some needed sass and humor to your day with this Garfield boxed calendar. Featuring a different Garfield comic strip and Daily Extra! Bonus content on each page, you’ll be entertained every day of the year by this iconic tabby cat. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

**7903391** 2024 BOB ROSS CALENDAR. A year-long celebration of this favorite artist and his signature style of happy little trees, happy little lollipops, and happy little clouds, inspiring quotes, and collectible poster of one of his best-known vistas. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Universe. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**791234X** UK IN MAPS, THIRD EDITION. Ed. by Stephen Scollingham. Bring geography, history and the environment together with this US atlas. Understand how things came to be as well as how they might change in years to come. Investigate themes such as environmental issues, energy, transport, farming and trading. Fully illus. in color. 550 pages. Phaidon. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $11.95

**7959567** MAPS: Exploring the World. Ed. by Rosalie Pickles. Brings together more than 250 examples of maps from the birth of cartography to today’s cutting-edge digital maps and reflects the many reasons people make maps—to find their way, to assert ownership, to encourage settlement, or to show political power. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Phaidon. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $16.95

**7879393** 2024 STAR TREK CATS OF THE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE CALENDAR. Illus. by Jeff Park. Brings together more than 250 examples of maps from the birth of cartography to today’s cutting-edge digital maps and reflects the many reasons people make maps—to find their way, to assert ownership, to encourage settlement, or to show political power. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Phaidon. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $16.95

**7961316** THE KNOT TYING BIBLE: Climbing, Camping, Sailing, Fishing, Everyday. Ed. by Rosie Pickles. Brings together more than 250 examples of maps from the birth of cartography to today’s cutting-edge digital maps and reflects the many reasons people make maps—to find their way, to assert ownership, to encourage settlement, or to show political power. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Phaidon. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $16.95

**7898134** HOW TO SPEAK CHICKEN CALENDAR. By Melissa Craig. Combines a practical advice for communicating with your flock with fascinating chicken trivia and is filled with gorgeous, full-color portraits featuring popular chicken breeds. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**7898118** 2024 CHONKERS CALENDAR. They’re the cheekiest and spunkiest chickens you’ll ever meet, but they’re also a bit of a handful. Add some charm to your home with this calendar featuring our favorite feathered friends. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**7910258** 2024 NEW YORK TIMES HEADLINES IN HISTORY PAGE-A-DAY CALENDAR. Relive back in time through headlines from the paper of record on this day in history, discovering hundreds of the most significant headlines in our nation’s history for every day of the year. Calendar runs January 2024 to December 2024. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**1248836** TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH: How the Greatest Maps Were Made. By Philip Parker. Discover how methods of mapping and surveying the world have evolved, from the ancient Roman grama, through naval and astronomical charts, to the development of the magnetic compass, astrolabes and sextants, to the revolution of aerial and satellite photography. Fully illus. in most color. 240 pages. Ivy Press. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95
Travel Guides

7804298 RVING: Outdoor Adventure Guides. By B. Peterson & A. Maker. Fully stocked with suggestions for planning and carrying out fun and exciting RV vacations to remember, this helpful guide offers advice on taking successful test-drives and group trips, planning a trip, and maintaining your RV’s electrical and LP systems, and troubleshooting tips. Illus. 329 pages. Apple. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

7855592 SECRET BOSTON: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and Obscure. By Kim Mackerson. Learn about the hidden side of the area's more unique landmarks, quirkiest places, and legends, generally known only to locals, and sometimes not even by them. Look for the building that announces the weather forecast! Hear the stories behind the tourist stops, and more. Fully illus. in color. 215 pages. Redley Press. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

4965739 100 COUNTRIES, 100 IDEAS, SECOND EDITION. By Robert Fairlie. Pack your bags for a journey around the world using this comprehensive resource as your guide. This edition includes 11 additional countries, thousands of recommendations, an insiders guide, practical tips, and more. Fully illus. in col. 398 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

7801377 AUSTRALIA, FIFTH EDITION: National Geographic Traveler. By Roff Martin Smith. Featuring charting your trip, experiences, insider tips, walking and driving tours, excursions off the beaten path, not to be missed lists and more! A rich overview of Australia that helps tailor your visit to the time you have and your specific interests. Fully illus. 308 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

7936572 SILENT CITIES NEW YORK: Hidden Histories of the Region’s Cemeteries. By Jessica Ferri. To travel through the cemeteries of New York is to travel through the hidden history of what some consider the greatest city in the world. The stories of the permanent residents of the metro area’s cemeteries are just as diverse and vibrant as the city itself. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Grove Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

7992733 100 CITIES, 500 IDEAS. By Joe Yogerst. Takes you from skyscraper-filled hot spots for the best sights, bites, and local flavor, this guide is more of an exploration than a tour of the city, its highlights and best attractions, and polishes your behavior in 45 countries around the world. Each offers some unusual and unexpected destination themes. Fully illus. in color. 380 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

792867X CLUELESS IN TOKYO. By Betty Reynolds. A perfect introduction to Japan, this illustrated culture guide provides solid information about what to do and where to go. Includes includes: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics; Ukrainians at work, home, and school; and important points of etiquette, do’s, and don’ts. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. White Lion. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $3.95

4993365 RICK STEVES BEST OF ENGLAND WITH EDINBURGH, 4TH EDITION. By Roff Martin. Includes a map of Great Britain and Ireland and fits neatly into your suitcase. The best of London, including Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, and more. Explore the best of Edinburgh, including the Royal Mile, and more! Offered with separate maps and guidebooks for each city, this guide includes: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics; Ukrainians at work, home, and school; and important points of etiquette, do’s, and don’ts. Fully illus. in color. 298 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


790195X THE MINI RUGGED GUIDE TO REYKJAVIK. By Frán Pammel. Takes you on a tour of the best attractions, all illustrated with maps and stunning imagery. Things to do such as sports, shopping, entertainment and childhood activities to try and make the most of your time. Illus. in color. 383 pages. Fodor’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99 $16.95

7903329 FODOR’S LONDON 2024. By Jo Card. The best of London, including Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, and more. Includes expert tips to ensure that you have all the essential information for a trip and make the most of your time. Illus. in color. 383 pages. Fodor’s. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99 $16.95

7955318 RICK STEVES CENTRAL EUROPE, 11TH EDITION. By Cameron Hewitt. Count on Steves to tell you what you really need to know to travel to Central Europe: the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, Austria, and Slovakia, plus side trips to Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Bulgaria, and Romania. Craft an itinerary based on your interests, budget and time. Illus. 144 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $21.95


7710593 UKRAINE: Culture Smart! By Anna Shevchenko. An illuminating and practical guide to Ukrainian society. Contents include: local customs and traditions, the impact of history, religion, and politics; Ukrainians at work, home, and school; and important points of etiquette, do’s, and don’ts. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7873786 BIG SKY, BIG PARKS: An Exploration of Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks, and All That Montana in Between. By Edible. Explore this scenic and historic route between two legendary national parks. With a blend of history, culture, and local flavor, this guide is more of an entertainment source and a useful resource for those visiting the two national parks and the vast chunk of Montana that connects them. Photos. 296 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


793016X RICK STEVES BEST OF FRANCE, 6TH EDITION. By Roff Martin. Spend much more time in each place, how to travel smoothly between them, and which side trips are worth adding. Focus on the top sights, explore the most interesting neighborhoods, dine on the best local cuisine, stay in good value hotels, and more. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Lonely Planet. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $18.95

7916423 100 DISNEY ADVENTURES OF A LIFETIME: Magical Experiences from Around the World. By Marcy Carrier Smothers. The ultimate Disney guidebook! Fully illus. in color. 584 pages. Lonely Planet. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

4995228 AMAZING TRAIN JOURNEYS: 60 Unforgettable Rail Trips and How to Experience Them. By Isabel Albiston et al. From classic long-distance trips, such as Canada’s Rocky Mountaineer and Darwin to Adelaide’s The Ghan, to little-known gems on regular commuting lines. Each profile features practical information like ticket options, timetables and stops, plus an illustrated route map. Illus. in color. 404 pages. Lonely Planet. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95
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**Travel Guides**

- **8041393** NUMBER PUZZLES: Over 150 Brain Boosting Maths and Number Puzzles. By Steven Clontz. It's easy to train your brain and hone your math skill with numbers. With over popular puzzle types such as sudoku and kakuro alongside lesser known but equally fun challenges like dotly and companions, there's something for everyone to enjoy. Solutions included. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
- **7808100** SPOT THE DIFFERENCE. Enjoy hours of challenging puzzling entertainment. Solve the differences and see if you can spot the difference. Something is missing or something is added. It might be the wrong color or shape. Or it could just be different. Pub. to help you find it. Solutions included. 96 pages. Firefly. 8x13½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

**Puzzles & Games**

- **8041393** NUMBER PUZZLES: Over 150 Brain Boosting Maths and Number Puzzles. By Steven Clontz. It's easy to train your brain and hone your math skill with numbers. With over popular puzzle types such as sudoku and kakuro alongside lesser known but equally fun challenges like dotly and companions, there's something for everyone to enjoy. Solutions included. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**Travel Guides**

- **8041393** NUMBER PUZZLES: Over 150 Brain Boosting Maths and Number Puzzles. By Steven Clontz. It's easy to train your brain and hone your math skill with numbers. With over popular puzzle types such as sudoku and kakuro alongside lesser known but equally fun challenges like dotly and companions, there's something for everyone to enjoy. Solutions included. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**Puzzles & Games**

- **8041393** NUMBER PUZZLES: Over 150 Brain Boosting Maths and Number Puzzles. By Steven Clontz. It's easy to train your brain and hone your math skill with numbers. With over popular puzzle types such as sudoku and kakuro alongside lesser known but equally fun challenges like dotly and companions, there's something for everyone to enjoy. Solutions included. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
See more titles at erhbc.com/932
Crosswords & Word Games

7842457 EVERYDAY BIBLE CROSSWORD COLLECTION. Here are over 180 clever puzzles covering the fascinating people and places, things, and oddities of the Bible. Solutions included. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

PRICE CUT to $2.95

793419X MURDER MOST CRIPIC. The Puzzling Casebook of a Curious Country Village. Ed. by Will Shortz. Something deadly is disrupting in the picturesque village of Puzzley. Use your sleuthing skills to solve sodoku, unravel riddles, and crack codes to get to the bottom of six cryptic cases that make up one truly puzzling murder mystery. Solutions included. 268 pages. Ill. (loco). Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99

★7925670 THE NEW YORK TIMES SIMPLY HAVING A WONDERFUL CROSSWORD TIME. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the joys of the winter holiday season with a variety of New York Times crosswords that increase in difficulty as you go. This festive collection is great for hours of on the go entertainment, sparking all things jolly. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95

7758901 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 3. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. $8.95/8½x11 Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

PRICE CUT to $2.95


$9.95

7841817 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 7. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

$8.95

7862717 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Fridays are fierce. This collection of 50 tough Friday puzzles from The New York Times is one way you can start your weekend off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


$7.95

★7724247 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARD CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Wonder if you have what it takes to crack these 100 New York Times puzzles? This collection includes 50 tough, Friday crosswords that are the toughest of the week. So take the weekend off and start your Sunday off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


$9.95


★4891060 THE NEW YORK TIMES CHALLENGING CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 1: 50 Friday & Saturday Puzzles. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

★7880990 THE NEW YORK TIMES CHALLENGING CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 2: 50 Friday & Saturday Puzzles. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

★7830662 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SUNDAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. If you ever find yourself a “Sunday Funday” kind of crossword puzzler, this collection of 50 themed puzzles is made just for you. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


★7870002 THE NEW YORK TIMES HALL OF FAME CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Saturdays sure are swell, especially if you love a crossword challenge. This collection contains 50 of the Saturday crossword puzzles—the toughest in the biz. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

7890632 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Never one to pass up a challenge? Then this collection of 50 tough Friday crosswords is the one for you! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


$9.95


$11.95


$9.95


$4.95
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**Vegetable Gardening**

- **1246444 VEGETABLE GARDENING MADE EASY: Simple Tips & Tricks to Grow Your Best Garden** by Beth Galas. You’ll find simple solutions to everyday gardening problems in a concise, practical way, which saves time, lowers costs, and reduces your workload. How-to tips on designing and planning your garden, protecting your garden from critters, and Galas’s secret soil blend recipe for filling raised beds. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $24.99

- **1192065 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO VEGETABLE GARDENING: Create, Cultivate, and Care for Your Perfor Edible Garden** by Beth Galas. Here’s everything you need to know to care for and harvest 70 different plant varieties, all specially chosen for their ability to thrive in containers. Packed with practical how-now, this easy-to-use guide has everything you need to help your garden grow. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

- **1900330 100 PLANTS THAT HEAL: The Illustrated Herbarium of Medicinal Plants** by G. Debuigne & F. Couplan. Discover over 100 common medicinal plants and how to use them to great effect. Packed with practical how-now, this easy-to-use guide has everything you need to help your garden grow. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **995147 GROWING HERBS FOR HEALTH, WELLNESS, CRAFTING, AND COOKING: Includes 51 Culinary Herbs & Spices, 25 Recipes, and 18 Crafts.** By Kim Roman. Bonsai shares the same secrets to cultivation for all facets of your life. Covering every aspect of the process from planting to harvesting, she guides you through your herbal journey with easy to follow instructions and growing charts. Recipes and crafts illustrate healthy eating on the one hand and historical uses for healing plants on the other. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **7934858 THE KITCHEN. By J.J. Kitchen & Uncle Tweety. Part graphic narrative, part family chronicle, this is a must-read for any cannabis grower’s journey raising the wondrous plant in an urban environment, trials and tribulations included. The author feature 20 varieties, which grow including G1 Kush, AK-47, Chronic, Sour Diesel, Monkeyboy Kush and 15 others from world famous cannabis breeders. Includes a ribbon bound journal in color. 144 pages. UpDown Grow Lab. 10 1/x10% Pub. at $72.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **6031436 TREES AND SHRUBS THAT HEAL: Reconnecting with the Medicinal Forest.** By Anne Stubart. Discover the therapeutic benefits of trees and shrubs, ranging from forest remnants to backyard extracts, from painkillers to stressbusters. The author draws on her direct experience as a medical herbalist sharing how to identify and utilize medicinals to harvest and create a range of herbal supplies. Includes profiles of 80 trees and shrubs. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Permanent. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **490937 THE FRAGRANT FLOWER GARDEN: Arranging & Preserving Natural Scents. By S. Bitter & A. Hamropoulos.** A beautiful garden is one where you can find joy in every sense—literally. This volume makes this dream a reality with garden design guidance for a year’s worth of flowers, foliage, and fragrance. Reap the wellness benefits of your fragrant flowers through DIY projects such as making herbal shampoo, soaks, and potpourris. 296 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **781965X MARIJUANA 101: Professor Lee’s Introduction to Growing Grade A Bud. Marijuana bible for the modern cannabis grower.** A complicated and intimidating process, but this guide breaks it down into easy to understand steps with a personal touch. Written like an intimate study guide with helpful chapter summaries, a glossary of terms, and lots of tips and side notes, this cuts down on frustrating and costly trial and error. Well illus. in color. 214 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **7896637 365 DAYS OF COLOUR IN YOUR GARDEN.** By Nick Bailey. Shows you how to plant and manage your garden to ensure year-round color and interest. High-quality images complement step-by-step planting combinations for every season no matter what type of garden you have. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Kyle Books. 91/10% Pub. at $34.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **9491052 THE HOMEMADE HERBAL POTSEXY: 120+ Easy-to-Plant Herbs for Beautiful & Healing Remedies.** By Devon Young. The author shares her wisdom about everyday healing for you and your family with growing and preparation instructions for over 120 common, easy to grow herbs. Accompanied by hand-drawn botanical illustrations, this all-in-one reference manual has everything you need to know to grow, make, and embrace your own garden. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **7931751 MOON GARDEN: A Guide to Creating an Evening Oasis.** By Jarema Osotry. Teaches you how to create your very own moon garden. Discover design and horticultural wisdom; planting tips for outdoor, indoor, and container gardens; and soothing rituals such as journaling and meditation to help you relax in your garden. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95

**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**

- **7803451 CANNABIS GROWING GUIDE: The Art of Cultivating Marijuana for Superior Yield and Quality.** By J.P. Haze. With thorough explanations of growing techniques and over 100 helpful images and diagrams, this is the essential beginner-friendly guide you need to learn how to grow cannabis outdoors and get the best buds possible. 144 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**

- **7917023 THE ORGANIC MEDICINAL HERB FARMER, REVISED EDITION: How to Produce High-Quality Herbs on a Market Scale.** By Jeff & Melanie Carpenter. Well illus. in color. 334 pages. Chelsea Green. 8 1/10% Pub. at $39.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **4848894 HOME HYDROPONICS: Small-Space DIY Growing Systems.** By Tyler Baras. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8 1/10% Pub. at $27.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **9494568 GROW HERBS TO HELP HEAL OUR HEALTH, COMMUNITIES, AND Planet—One Garden at a Time.** By Emily Murphy. Color photos. 248 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **7973807 THE KIEW GARDENER’S GUIDE TO GROWING ORCHARDS.** By Philip Seaton. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Francis Lincoln. Pub. at $18.00

**Limited Quantity**

- **7793834 PRACTICAL NO-TILL FARMING: A Quick and Dirty Guide to Organic Vegetable and Commercial Growing.** By Andrew Mitsler. No-till farming methods are taking small scale farmers by storm, promising less work, higher productivity, and improved soil health, carbon sequestration, and weed control for organic farmers. Ideal for small scale growers anywhere, this one of a kind manual offers simple solutions to everyday gardening challenges. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**

- **7965555 CREATIVE VEGETABLE GARDENING. By Joy Lamcom. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 10 1/x10% Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**


**Limited Quantity**

- **7951116 HOW TO CREATE A WILDLIFE POND: Plan, Dig, and Enjoy a Natural Pond in Your Own Back Garden.** By Kate Bradbury. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **796469X THE LITTLE BOOK OF BONSAI.** By Ming Ma. Must have beginners guide that will give you the confidence to build a thriving collection of indoor and outdoor bonsai. A directory of over 50 popular varieties of bonsai along with expert advice on general care for each plant plus tips on pruning and styling your bonsai. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Adventures. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**Limited Quantity**

- **7964420 GROW CONTAINERS: Essential Know-How and Expert Advice for Gardening Success.** By Geoff Stebbings. Everything you need to know to choose and care for 70 different plant varieties, all specially chosen for their ability to thrive in containers. Packed with practical how-now, this easy-to-use guide has everything you need to help your garden grow. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95
Plants & Gardens

### Indoor Plants & Greenhouses

**50 SIMPLE INDOOR MINIATURE GARDENS: Decorating Your Home with Indoor Plants.** By Catherine Delvaux. Filled with 50 inventive micro-garden ideas that were specifically selected for their simplicity and easy upkeep. From the smallest windowsill or the tiniest balcony, you’ll step by step instructions for terrariums, mini greenhouses, hanging plants, and other original compositions to add to your living space. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

**NEVER PUT A CACTUS IN THE BATHROOM.** By Emily L. Hag Highsland. Fully of tips for plant care, home design, and more. Than 70 plant record to identification to choose the right plants for your space. Gives you the tools and confidence you need to turn your home into the natural sanctuary you’ve always dreamed of. Well illus. in color. 198 pages. Timber. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95


**THE INSPRED HOUSEPLANT: Transform Your Home with Indoor Plants from Kokedama to Terrariums and Water Gardens to Edibles.** By Jen Steams. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


**THE NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL GARDEN: Designs That Celebrate Our Planet.** By Kathryn Bradley-Hole. Showcases the beauty and visual impact produced by ecologically friendly garden design principles. All the work up to the effects of climate change and the consequent strains on natural resources, today’s garden makers are responding in creative ways. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Rizzoli. Hardcover. Pub. at $45.00

**THE TURFGRASS DISEASE HANDBOOK.** By Houston B. Couch. This concise handbook provides a source of information on the diagnosis and control of common turf diseases. By the turf professional. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Illus. Circus. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

**FRUIT TREES: Smithsonian Handbook.** By Neil Bell, photos by D. Lyndsey Bourgon. Dis cover a world of tree science and timber cartels, and more. Old-growth trees are poachers, law enforcement officers, forensic wood specialists, environmental activists, international timber cartels, and more. Old-growth trees are invaluable and irreplaceable for both human use and wildlife, and are the oldest living things on earth. Learn about the complexity hidden beneath the forest canopy. 16 color photos. 274 pages. Little, Brown. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95

**THE FUTURE IS FUNGI: How Fungi Can Feed Us, Heal Us, and Save Our World.** By M. Lim & Y. Shu. Exploring fungi’s past, present and potential future impact in four key areas-food, medicine, psychechelics, and mental health, and environmental remediation. This work not only reveals how fungi have formed the foundations of modern life but how they shape our future. Color photos. 210 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.95

**THE HIDDEN WORLD OF MOSSES.** By Neil Bell, photos by D. Callaghan. Mosses have a spectacular diversity of form and function. They are nearly always what we as humans would consider small, but play a critical role in climate change prevention and more. Each plant is shown in its real habitat, and many plants that form their own miniature forests filled with grazers and predators and have their own ecological norms and mechanisms. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Royal Botanic Gardens. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00
See more titles at erhbc.com/932
**Quilting**

- **7859418** FIRST TIME STRANDED KNITTING: Step-by-Step Basics Plus 2 Projects. By Lynn Dzurko. Whether you fancy making a simple beanie or bonnet, a cute panda, fox or bee, a colorful watermelon or strawberry or a quirky tassel hat, this work has it all. Includes clear instructions and 30+ patterns that can be made in three sizes: 0-6 months, 6-12 months, and 12-24 months. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. $19.95
- **7846997** KNITTED BABY HATS: 15 To Make. By Lynn Dzurko. Offers step by step instructions for beginners, tips on techniques, and clear photographs to demonstrate how to hold the needles and yarn correctly for this much-loved craft. Includes instructions for 19 patterns for a hat and a purse. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. $19.95

**Applique**

- **7911807** WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD 2: A Project Companion Book for Wool Sashiko. By Lisa Bongean. Tried and true techniques, dozens of step instructions and a handful of projects. You can use all those stitchery skills into action with 15 patterns, brimming with possibilities from table mats and pin cushions to pillows and wall hangings. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. $24.99
- **7859358** PUMPKIN HILL: Applique a Whimsical Quilter’s Tale. By Anne Sutton. Relax and enjoy the pleasures of applique. As you stitch each block, you’ll savor all the charm of a storybook tale. A quaint cottage, a squinty of squires, a patch of pumpkins, and more dot the landscape of this fanciful sampler quilt. Fully illus. in color. 36 pages. That Patchwork Place. $24.99
- **7807783** BARBARA BRACKMAN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIQUE. Well illus. 200 c&ts. 8¾x11”. Paperbound. $24.99
- **7859198** BUTTERMILK BASIN’S PICK OF THE CROP: 18 Cotton and Wool Projects That Feel Like Fall. By Stacy West. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. $22.99

**Knitting**

- **7854174** CUSTOM SHAWLS FOR THE CURIOUS AND CONSIDERATE. By K.M. Evans. The authors aim to equip adventurous knitters with the skills to knit and create shawls and wraps of all shapes and sizes and to help them forge their own shawl-knitting paths. A gallery of patterns provides knitters with inspiration for customizing and creating their own designs. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Abrams. $34.95
- **7825153** KNITTING FROM FAIR ISLE: 15 Contemporary Designs Inspired by Tradition. By Mati Ventrillon. The inspiration coming from the technique of creating patterns with multiple colors that was first used during the 15th century and more than 500 years ago, the patterns demonstrate how to experiment with color and play with backgrounds. They are accompanied by step by step instructions, and expert tips on yarns and finishing. Fully illus., in color. 144 pages. Kyle Books. Paperbound. $24.99
- **7858083** MADE WITH LOVE: Get Hooked with 30 Knitting and Crochet Patterns. By Tom Daley. You will learn how to knit with all of Daley’s joy and mindfulness in a work full of 30 gold medal standard patterns. Included here are ideas for cool, wearable, unique gift projects that are perfect for housewarming. Fully illus., in color. 352 pages. Dey Street. $29.95
- **7804249** EXPLORING COLOR IN KNITTING: Techniques, Swatches, and Projects for Your Knit and Crochet Horizons. By S. Hazell & E. King. Describes how to change or adapt existing color schemes, and presents step by step instruction on intarsia and Fair Isle knitting techniques. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. $16.95
Crochet

**780407 TUNISIAN CROCHET STITCH DICTIONARY.** By Anna Nikipirowicz. Packed with 150 stitch patterns for beginner and intermediate to advanced crocheters, starting with basic stitches and organized into themed sections. Designed to go beyond the book and creative ways to work crochet stitches. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Langlander Publishing. Pob. at $26.99. 18.95

**780536 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CROCHET, 2ND EDITION.** By Margaret Hubert. The ultimate reference for all forms of crochet—great for beginners and experienced crocheters, too. With all new projects, updated stitch patterns, this edition is packed with information and instructions to help you improve your crochet skills. Teaches you 220 different stitch patterns. Well illus. in color. 1272 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8½x11. Paperback. Pob. at $29. 21.95

Sewing

**795501 POPCORNBS, BOBBLES & PUFFS TO CROCHET.** By Lindy Zunabry. Fully illus. in color. 496 pages. Quarto. Paperback. Pob. at $34. 29.74

**795020 WALLACE & GROMIT: Cracking Crochet.** By Sarah-Jane Hicks. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Pob. at $23.95. 19.95

**795162 CUTE & EASY CROCHETED COZIES.** By Nicki French. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pob. at $19.95. 5.95
Sewing

7805019 A LITTLE SOMETHING: Cute-as-Can-Be Patterns for Wool Stitchery. By Rosanna Marlin Saves. Equips you with the tools to create a coherent capsule wardrobe—complete with a collection of 20 timeless garments that are easy to make, wear, and wash. Includes six full-size patterns ranging from U.S. size 2 to 18, with information on measuring yourself and finding the perfect fit. Fully illus. in most colors. 208 pages. Quadrille. 8⅝x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


7989147 MAKE, STITCH & KNIT FOR BABY: 35 Super-Cute and Easy Craft Projects. By Emylie Guelpa. From chic clothing and beaded cushions to softies and inventive bedroom decorations, this book has something for everyone. With step-by-step instructions that guide you through more than 35 projects, good for beginners as well as experienced crafters. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Rocky Nook. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

796181 STITCHES & SEAMS: Essential Sewing Skills for the Beginner Wastler, Tailor, and DIY Crafter. By Valeria Carraneda Macias. Walks you through every step of the sewing process, from necessary tools and gear to essential skills, like inserting a zipper, making straight stitches and clean finishes, and how to use patterns. Also information about the vast world of sewing accessories. making measurements for fitting, and more. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $17.95

7909228 MORE CUSTOM SLIPCOVERS. By Marje Jones. With 19 projects, you'll have you creating covers for various style chairs—channel back, wing, barrel, dining, wooden trim, and recliners—as well as barstools, ottomans, throw pillows, boxed cushions, neck rolls, sectionals, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

7895992 SEW FOR YOURSELF: 50 Great Garments from Recycled Fabric. By I. Bennett. With 50 projects, this book is a perfect guide for turning your own clothes to one-of-a-kind creations. This updated edition includes 20 fun projects, more than half all new. Using this guide is like having a sewing expert sitting alongside you every step of the way. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Price: $29.95

7834780 BOB ROSS EMBROIDERY. By Deborah Wilding. Thread a needle with bright, beautiful colors and bring stunning Bob Ross landscapes to life. Everything you need to start creating your own projects is inside this happy little kit, including a guide with easy to follow embroidery techniques and step by step instructions accompanied by color photos. Create all ten beautiful designs with iron and stitch. Includes needles, thread, and embroidery kit. That Patchwork Place, 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

7989132 COMMON SEWING TERMINOLOGY. By Marje Jones. Every skill-sewer needs a reference book to help them understand and use the essential sewing language. Whether you're a student or an experienced seamstress, this guide will help you communicate your sewing ideas. 216 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

7835264 SUNDAY SEWS: 20 Inspired Weekend Projects. By Maggie Jones. With 20 projects, you'll have around the house and on the go is easy. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

7969136 IT'S A WRAP: Sewing Fabric Purses, Baskets, and Bowls. By Susan Jing Lee. Make your own one of a kind creations from old jeans, jeans, old jeans, those jeans, etc. This book includes 10 projects that will help you turn your discarded fabric into a new sewing project. 88 pages. Quadrille. 8⅝x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

7979661 FUN ACCESSORIES TO SEW FOR YOUR DOG: 23 Cool Things to Make for Your Dog. By Lisa Lee. Make your own one of a kind creations from old jeans, jeans, old jeans, those jeans, etc. This book includes 10 projects that will help you turn your discarded fabric into a new sewing project. 88 pages. Quadrille. 8⅝x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

7989101 SEWING POCKET GUIDE. Offers step-by-step instructions on basic and necessary skills you need to follow a pattern, alter and embellish your projects, and create exquisite and accurate works of textile art! Learn a variety of sewing techniques like top stitching to French seams; get tips on pleats, darts, and hems so you can fit and finish your projects, and more. 42 pages. Rocky Nook. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

7956993 SEW LINGERIE: Make Size-Inclusive Bras, Panties, Swimsuits, More. Dive into all elements of lingerie construction, from how to alter patterns to best fit your body to solving common problems and choosing the right fabrics. Includes information on creating nursing and mastectomy bras, offering alterations that suit a variety of needs. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $29.95

7989135 STITCHES & EMBELLISHMENTS: Essential Sewing Skills for the Beginner Wastler, Tailor, and DIY Crafter. By Valeria Carraneda Macias. Walks you through every step of the sewing process, from necessary tools and gear to essential skills, like inserting a zipper, making straight stitches and clean finishes, and how to use patterns. Also information about the vast world of sewing accessories, making measurements for fitting, and more. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $17.95

7960851 READER'S DIGEST COMPLETE GUIDE TO SEWING: Step-by-Step Techniques for Making Clothes and Home Accessories. By Reader's Digest. From casual clothes to even the most intricate designs, this resource will bring you everything you need to know to sew your own distinctive creations. This updated edition includes 20 fun projects, more than half all new. Using this guide is like having a sewing expert sitting alongside you every step of the way. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Price: $29.95

7840136 THE RE-FASHION WARDROBE: Sew Your Own Stylish, Sustainable Clothes. By Portia Lawrie. Transform pre-loved clothes and forgotten fabrics into stylish new garments. Make 11 inspirational garments—from tees and shirts to shorts and a coat—all clearly shown step by step. Discover how easy it is to transform your own clothes into a capsule wardrobe that you can wear throughout the seasons, and for years to come. Fully illus. in some colors. 176 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

7849238 SEW MANY DRESSES, LEAVE TIME TO SEW. By Yiantha Whelan. 206 pages. Clarkson Potter. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


7847738 YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEW YOUR OWN CLOTHES BY THE END OF THIS YEAR. By Juliet Uzor. Color photos with 160 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


Embroidery & Needlepoint

7834780 BOB ROSS EMBROIDERY. By Deborah Wilding. Thread a needle with bright, beautiful colors and bring stunning Bob Ross landscapes to life. Everything you need to start creating your own projects is inside this happy little kit, including a guide with easy to follow embroidery techniques and step by step instructions accompanied by color photos. Create all ten beautiful designs with iron and stitch. Includes needles, thread, and embroidery kit. That Patchwork Place, 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95
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*1191934. EMBROIDERY: 30 Day Challenge. By Jessica Anderson. Shows you how to create each-day for 30 days—one new stich and one embroidery design featuring that stitch. Includes an overview of embroidery basics, 30 must-know stitches, 30 must-know templates, ideas for embellishing tote bags, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Quax. $19.95.


**1965127. STITCH WITH ONE LINE: 33 Easy-to-Embroider Minimalist Designs + 25 Projects. By Mary F. Hilt. Enjoy 33 projects for your home and your wardrobe. Learn to combine one-line drawings, use them in series, or extend them with free-machine stitching options. Enables you to make one-line patterns from drawings you find anywhere, including your own. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Schiffer. $19.95.

**8041776. A YEAR OF EMBROIDERY: A Month-to-Month Collection of Motifs for Seasonal Stitching. By Yuriko Higuchi. Enhance your embroidery with seasonal flair through thirty-eight patterns that offer organic yet modern designs with detailed step by step instructions. From snow flowers and skiing bears in January, to lily of the valley in May, and更重要的是，您将在《Cross Stitch》中找到各种主题和图案，以启发您设计出独一无二的作品。无论是精致的花鸟，还是有趣的几何图案，都将激发您的创意。
**Activities for Kids**

- **7744846 DINOSAURS COLORING BOOK.** By Matthew Clark. With 40 designs of iconic dinosaurs and super cool fun facts for each illustration makes an awesome learning experience as you craft your own prehistoric collection. Fully illus. in color, 8 1/4x10 1/2. Paperbound. $4.95
- **7994621 1,500 STICKER FUN HISTORY.** Extraordinary Egyptians, vicious Vikings, and awesome Americans! This reference collection is ready to bring history to life! Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color, Silver Dolphin. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. $14.99. **$5.95**
- **7997760 THE BIG, FUN KIDS BAKING BOOK.** By Food Network magazine. Filled with over 100 great recipes—plus photos and tips to help you make the best treats ever. You’ll discover more than just recipes inside: you can also bake a baking quiz, dye your own sprinkles, turn cookie dough into an edible jigsaw puzzle and so much more! Ages 8-12. 192 pages. Hearst. Spiralbound. $19.99. **$5.95**
- **7987980 PEANUTS HOLIDAY COOKBOOK.** Ed. by Lisa Atwood. Bring the whole family together to make irresistible goodies for the holidays with this special guide. Featuring over 50 delicious recipes like Peppermint Pattycups and Willy Hat Cookies, and comic strips galore, kids will love sharing the kitchen with Charlie Brown, Snoopy, and the gang! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. most in color. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. $24.99. **$6.95**
- **7945915 YUCK! ICK! EW! The Grossest Jokes Ever!** By David Borgenicht. The world’s most disgusting and hilarious jokes! From grimace, giggle, gasp, and groan, and will have you laughing out loud! Ages 8-12. 96 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $14.99. **$4.95**
- **8756222 SCRATCH & CREATE AMAZING ENDANGERED ANIMALS.** By Gemma Barreda. This minute-to-minute animal color-by-number activity book is filled with more than 320 stickers. Whether at the campsite or stranded in the great outdoors! Ages 10 and up. 176 pages. Black Dog. $19.99. **$6.95**
- **7912049 GIANT STICKER UNICORN.** By Highlights. Enlarge your LEGO bricks and get ready for a wild and fun adventure! Follow along with the epic journeys of characters and the things they do. Then learn to build each Elementary school and step by step instructions. Ages 6-12. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. $19.99. **$6.95**
- **7930368 LEARN TO DRAW CARS & TRUCKS.** By Jeff Shelly. Simple step by step instructions make it fun and easy to draw cars & trucks. Just start with basic shapes and follow the illustrated examples! And you’ll be creating your own masterpieces in no time. Ages 6-8. 8 1/4x10 1/2. Color. 40 pages. Weldon Owen. $14.99. **$4.95**
- **7940386 LEARN TO DRAW & CREATE UNICORN.** By Highlights. With over 200 stickers and pages of puzzles, activities, and scenes to create, this unicorn-themed collection is perfect for young creative puzzlers! Solutions included. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Highlights. 8 1/4x10 1/2. Paperbound. $16.99. **$7.95**
- **7786516 DISNEY FROZEN II STICKER ART PUZZLES.** By Gina Gold. Filled with 15 beautiful puzzles with over 100 stickers each including scenes from the movie! Enjoy hours of fun and relaxation! Ages 5 and up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x11. Paperbound. $15.99. **$5.95**
- **7971623 WHERE’S WALDO? Destination—Everywhere!** By Martin Handford. Follow Waldo on a trip down memory land as he revisits his favorite destinations. Each scene in this volume has a terrific twist with fresh searches and fresh partnerships! Highlight both classic Waldo fans and a new generation of searchers. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 11x11. Paperbound. $9.99. **$7.95**
- **7849579 THE ULTIMATE STICKER BOOK BRICKS AND PARKES.** Fully illus. with fun activities and fascinating facts about sharks. Meet spotted leopard sharks, freeway great whites, and goblin gollum sharks. It’s easy to keep stickers and perfect for little fingers. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. $6.99. **$4.95**
- **8005952 SUPER FUN ACTIVITY BOOK FOR SMART KIDS.** Takes your little scholar to a world of learning. Fun activities, including mazes and riddles, coloring and patterns, mental math, and more will expand the horizons of the budding learners. Grades 3-4. Fully illus. in color. Wonder. House. 8x11. Paperbound. $6.95.
Children’s Titles

**7974140 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S SATURINARY DICTIONARY, REVISED.** By Sabrina Melo da Silva et al. Discover the meanings of over 37,000 words and phrases including new words across a variety of fields. Entries, with easy to understand definitions, are enriched with 1,300 quotes from children’s literature and 900 colorful illustrations, photographs, and diagrams. Ages 8 & up. 824 pages. Merriam-Webster. $34.95

**997063 THE WORLD’S WILDEST PLACES.** By Lily Dyu, illus. by R. Samels. Engages adventurous and curious children with the action bringing attention to the human impact on Planet Earth. Young readers can embark on the journey of a lifetime to 20 of the world’s wildest places! Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $9.95

**4992334 MY FIRST 100 STREAM WORDS: Essential STREAM Words for Your Budding Baby Scientist!** By Chris Ferrie. Illus. by J. Downing. From Science to Technology, from Reading to Engineering, from Art to Mathematics, this is the bright and simple introduction to the smart words every budding scientist needs to know. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 98 pages. Sourcebooks. $8.99. $5.99


**499230X MY FIRST 100 ANIMAL WORDS: Write and Wipe.** By Chris Ferrie, illus. by L. Dale-Scott. Makes learning about animals fun with this wipe-clean volume. It contains 82 wipe-clean activities and pen for your budding zoologist! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Sourcebooks. $8.99/10%. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

**5780082 THE PRESIDENTS VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By P Parker & S. Reed. Discover the stories of inspirational first ladies, important events, fun facts about presidential places, palaces, and pets along with a lot more about our presidents in this fully illustrated encyclopedia. Grades 5-8, 206 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99. $7.95

**4993055 THE WORLD ALMANAC GUIDE TO GETTING OUT ALIVE.** By Joanne Mattern. This guide has escape routes, facts, and other fun techniques to create a diverse set of skills so you can be ready to应对 any adventure. Grades 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 101 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**29797X1 1ST GRADE AT HOME: Reading & Math Skills.** By Staff of The Princeton Review. The perfect mix of parent and child activities to get 1st graders engaged and up to date. Grade 1. Illus. 276 pages. Princeton Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 PRICED TO $3.95


**9236627 HANUKKAH: The Festival of Lights.** By Bonnie Bader, illus. by J. Stone. Fully illus. in color. Golden. $4.95

**929811 THE LITTLE ENGINE THAT COULD DELIVERY DAY.** By Matt Mitter, illus. by J. Howarth. Fully illus. in color. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

**795957 MY FIRST 100 ART WORDS: Write and Wipe.** By Chris Ferrie, illus. by L. Dale-Scott. Makes learning about art fun with this wipe-clean volume. It contains 82 wipe-clean activities and pen for your budding artist. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Sourcebooks. $8.99. $5.95

**915577 YOU CAN CODE: Make Your Own Games, Apps and More in Scratch and Python!** By Kevin Pettman. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Carlton. $8.99/10%. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**7848641 WEIRD BUT TRUE! World 2023.** Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. National Geographic. 9/12 pub. at $24.99. $19.95


**4992393 THE SUPER STEM COLLECTION: Science, Engineering, Math.** Ed. by Helene Hilton. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

**788824X EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO AEC U.S. HISTORY IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK, 2ND EDITION: The Complete Middle School Study Guide.** By Lily Rothman with E-K. Loftfield. Fully illus. in color. 581 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $14.95


**7804024 MY FIRST UKRAINIAN DICTIONARY.** By Maria Watson. 92 pages. Hippocrene. 8/8x11/4%. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95


**796403X MY FIRST BIBLE AND PRAYER BOOK.** Fully illus. in color. Fridge. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95. PRICE CUT TO $4.95

Craft Project Collections

**797827 MAKING GOURD MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: Over 60 String, Wind & Percussion Instruments & How To Play Them.** By J. Wides & G. Summit. Brings together a wonderful collection of unearthly sounds on pluck, blow, bang and hit, including African kalimbas, Greek lyre, and a hunter’s harp from Mali, with all directions, hints for playing, and background information. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sterling. 8/8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.50

**7882343 CORGI CRAFTS: 20 Fun & Creative Step-by-Step Projects.** By Ellen Deakin. Try out 20 unique dog-themed projects, perfect for novice or expert crafters. Each project comes with step by step photo instructions. Projects include: key rings; brushes; planters; necklaces; plates & mugs; dog crowns; gift boxes; door hangers; rock painting; and more. Fully illus. in color. Racehorse. Pub. at $24.99. $9.50

**7978812 AWESOME DUCT TAPE PROJECTS.** By Choly Knight. Shows how to use your own awesome duct tape accessories to tackle the great outdoors in style. You’ll find more than 50 original projects to unwrap your creativity. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Design Originals. 8/8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

**7954530 A HAPPY BOOK OF LITTLE GIFTS TO MAKE.** By Sarah Hand. Filled with ideas for crafting with a variety of materials, this volume shows you how to make dolls, finger puppets, stickers, pop-up cards, booklets, postcards, box and pipe cleaner buddies, and much more! These projects can be made at home using supplies that you may already have. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $7.95

**1041894 CHINESE KNOTTING: Creative Designs That Are Easy and Fun!** By Lydia Chen. Traces the origins, history, and symbolism of this craft, before taking the reader through the fundamental elements necessary for tying Chinese decorative knots and designs, and then processes. Step by step instructions for 25 knots and 41 knotting projects. Fully illus. in color. 8/8x11/4%. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

**7989014 LET’S STICKY: Create 35 Crafts with Stylish & Cute Stickers.** By Clare Youngs. Learn how to use papercutting, decoupage, printing, collage, and other fun techniques to create a diverse range of projects. All steps are explained with clear illustrations, so all you need to do is decide which letter to create. It’s as easy as A, B, C, 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Craft Project Collections


798177X SPINNING AND WEAVING: Heritage Crafts & Skills. By Lynn Hughes-Jones. Begin with a basic tutorial on the nine skills every spinner and weaver needs to know, then progress to spinning and weaving your own projects. Features more than 200 photos and illustrations.夫妇Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

Crafting Techniques & References


798177A BEADING BASICS. By Carole E. Gough. A basic guide to beadwork, covering all the basics from stringing to making jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


FASHION & COSTUME


4998556 ITALIAN GLAMOUR: The Essence of Italian Fashion from the Postwar Years to the Present Day. By E. Quinto & P. Tinarelli. The authors’ contribution to the vast iconography of Made in Italy, spanning from 1945 to the 21st century. No doubt the vast array of images presented here will arouse considerable compassion among the young, and stir a great many memories in the older generations. 319 pages. Skira. 10x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $32.95

199882X BOLD, BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED. By Dean Rhys Morgan. Brings together over 850 photographs of the Bata Shoe Museum’s most famous footwear, including the Gentleman Dandy, the French Dandy, and the Russian Dandy, to give a comprehensive history of men’s fashion from the 18th to the 20th century. Fully illus. in color. 254 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $14.95

7998284 COSPLAY CRASH COURSE: A Complete Guide to Designing Cosplay Wigs, Make-Up and Accessories. By Mina Petrovic. Step by step, you’ll learn how to turn ordinary fabrics, inexpensive toys, easy to manipulate thermoplastics, wigs and other humble materials into original costumes you’ll wear with pride. You’ll also learn hair and makeup effects to complete the look. Armed with the know how in these pages, you will become! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

7910363 DIANA: The Story of a Fashion Legend. By Kimberley Chrisman-Campbell. Looks at the career of Hollywood’s greatest costume designer, as well as the politics of Hollywood, the golden era of studios and starlets, the designer’s ongoing battles with the censors over hemlines, and her unyielding dedication to the craft. Head’s legacy lives on in this lavish and comprehensive volume. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11¼%. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

7927571 EDITH HEAD: The Fifty-Year Career of Hollywood’s Greatest Costume Designer. By Andrewepar. Captures the politics of Hollywood, the golden era of studios and starlets, the designer’s ongoing battles with the censors over hemlines, and her unyielding dedication to the craft. Head’s legacy lives on in this lavish and comprehensive volume. Fully illus. in color. 392 pages. Running Press. 8x1. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

7919824 REAL CLOTHES, REAL LIVES: 200 Years of What Women Wore. By Kimi Smith. A look at women’s everyday clothes—from Sylvia Platt’s Girl Scout uniform to psychedelic microminis, modern suits, and fast-food workers’ uniforms—this volume shows how American women from every background have lived, worked, and dressed for 200+ years. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Atget. Rizzoli. 10¼x12%. $16.95 $9.95

1998686 WOMEN DRESSING WOMEN: A Lineage of Female Fashion Designers. By Melissa Huber et al. Explores the considerable impact of fashions created by and for women by tracing a historical and conceptual lineage of female designers—from the 18th century onwards to the present day. France to contemporary makers who are leading the direction of fashion today. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. MMA. 9½x11¼%. Hardcover. Pub. at $70.00 $59.95

199853X THE COUTURE SHOE: A Timeline of the Twentieth Century. By Desire Smith Beatty. This comprehensive survey of the history of women’s footwear from the 19th to the 21st century, from the 1900s through the early 2000s. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11¼%. Hardcover. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

7872860 THE STORY OF THE HERMES SCARF. Text by Laia Farran. Winner of the International scarf award, and the most iconic fashion accessory of the 20th century. This book examines the history of the scarf, from its origins in ancient Egypt to its current status as a symbol of luxury and couture. Fully illus. in color. 324 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

8417471 FASHION: The Definitive Visual Guide. Ed. by Anna Fischel et al. From simple to sophisticated, elegant to extravagant, what we wear says who we are. This is the definitive visual guide to everything from couture fashion to everyday wear. Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11¼%. Hardcover. Pub. at $84.95 $49.95

7876583 WORN ON THIS DAY: The Clothes That Made History. By Kimberly Christman-Campbell. Looks at garments worn on monumental occasions across centuries, offering capsule fashion histories ranging from King Louis XVI’s costume to the designer’s pageant finery of modern couturiers. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11%. Hardcover. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

Ribbon bookmark. Fully illus. most in color. 480 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11¼%. Hardcover. Pub. at $84.95 $49.95
Other Arts & Crafts


7976109 HOW TO BUILD SPACE EXPLORERS WITH LEGO BRICKS. By Francesco Frangipane. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $1.95


Holiday & Gift Crafting

7966877 FROM HARVEST TO HOME: Seasonal Activities, Inspired Decor, and Cozy Recipes for Fall. By Alicia Tenise Chev. Tons of creative ideas for autumnal activities, decor, DIYs, and recipes. This work will inspire you to craft an eye-catching display, throw a cowlick-tie party, go apple picking, then make Cardamom Ginger Salted Butter, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub at $24.95

Cooking Techniques & Guides

1895664 DEHYDRATING: The Self-Sufficient Way. This is easy and inexpensive, and the results are loaded with flavor and nutrition. With over 170 recipes for dehydrating fruits, vegetables, jerky, and even meats for your dog, this guide gives you everything you need to know to make the most of your dehydrator. 294 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub at $21.99


7804938 WILL IT WAFER IT?: Unexpected and Irresistible Recipes to Make in a Waffle Iron. By Daniel Shumski. Offers a unique collection of recipes for your waffle iron, including Egg Pizza, Burgers; Calamari Salad; Bibimbap; Filet Mignon; Ravioli; S’mores. Chocolate Chip Cookies, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub at $17.99

7976087 CHRISTMAS PAPERCRAFT: Festive Projects to Cut Out and Create. By Patricia Moffett. Use the templates in this guide to create more than 15 exquisite traditional and contemporary decorations and step by step photography to help you through the creative process: gift cards, tree decorations, nativity cross; maniple scene; and more. Thunder Bay. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub at $16.99

7981171 A COWBOY CHRISTMAS: Western Celebrations, Recipes, and Traditions. By Shanna Hatfield. Create a Christmas celebration that is true to cowboy culture with this holiday collection of decorations to craft, traditions, delicious recipes, and unique and interesting stories about the prickly pear cactus, cowboy boots, and rodeo cowboys, this resource highlights their favorite Christmas traditions and includes lots of tips and ideas. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. TwoDot. 8½x11¼. Pub at $26.95

7837106 1,001 WAYS TO CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS & DEHYDRATING: THE SELF-SUFFICIENT WAY. By Stephen Orr. Share the generous spirit of the Christmas holiday with this collection of recipes for fried rice, plantains transform into tortillas for everyday kitchen items such as knives and utensils, this volume also builds up your kitchen confidence and knowledge so you can create one of a kind dishes that you’ll reign supreme at the dinner table. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub at $21.00

7804470 SANDOR KATZ’S FERMENTATION JOURNEYS: Recipes, Techniques & Traditions from Around the World. Explores the transformative process of fermentation through both traditional customs and cutting edge innovations with detailed descriptions and recipes. Katz shares tales of farmers, makers, and business owners he has met on his journeys sharing food cultures. Well illus. in color. 332 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub at $17.95

7975201 THE LAZY GENIUS KITCHEN: Have What You Need, Use What You Have, and Enjoy It Like Never Before. By Kendra Adachi. Will teach you to cook in the kitchen—whether that’s flavor, convenience, or something else entirely; feed your people with efficiency and ease; and make mistakes, and allow you to make mistakes, and encourage you to try by new techniques. With chapters on sauerkraut, salt and cheese, and trimmings all around the globe. Recipes include Char Siu Fried Rice, Corned Beef Tongue Rubens, Egg Drop Soup with Pork Belly Cracklin’, The Beef, and Guacamole. Paperback. Pub at $33.88. Harvest. 8x10¼. Pub at $40.00

7970919 TASTY ADULTING: All Your Faves, All Grown Up. By Mary T. Bell. This book guides you step by step through the process of preparing and curing your own homemade jerky. Includes 110 recipes for jerky made from meat, fish, or even soy protein—ground or whole. 224 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub at $16.95

7986501 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF KITCHEN TOOLS: Essential Items for the Home Chef and How to Use Them. By Elinor Hutton. Featuring entries explaining the history and practical uses of everyday kitchen items such as knives and spoons, this book offers readers the opportunity to encounter new gadgets such as blowtorches, butter curlers, sujebis, and spriters. Fully illus. in color. 287 pages. Black-Dog & Leventhal. 8½x11¼. Pub at $35.00

LIMITED QUANTITY 1995664

7954115 BUTCHER ON THE BLOCK: Everyday Recipes, Stories, and Inspirations from Your Local Butcher and Beyond. By Matt Moore. Moore shares stories, covered family recipes, and expert tips from the people behind the counter who sell cuts of meat, vegetables, and trimmings all around the globe. Recipes include Baltimore Salted Fish, Corned Beef Tongue Rubens, Egg Drop Soup with Pork Belly Cracklin’, The Beef, and Guacamole. Paperback. Pub at $33.88. Harvest. 8x10¼. Pub at $40.00

7819198 THE EVERLASTING MEAL: Leftovers A-Z. By Tamar Adler. Adler shares simple and creative solutions for any leftover. These frugal, inventive recipes encourage you to start with what you have, and help you improvise from there. Origanized by ingredient and using ingredients that are often forgotten. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. TwoDot. 8½x11¼. Pub at $29.95
Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

7988905 100 WEIGHT LOSS BOWLS: Build Your Own Calorie-Controlled Diet Plan. By Heather Whale...Illus. on smoothie and oatmeal bowl recipes for breakfast, on the go smoothie or power bowl lunches, and a range of cuisines such as Vietnamese pho or Hawaiian poke for dinner. Every recipe is tagged as under 300, 400, or 600 calories making it easy to plan your meals and stay under your daily calorie target. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

2998 SIMPLE KETO MEALS FOR BEGINNERS: Low Carb Yum. By Lisa Marc.arelle. More than 125 recipes for all meals of the day with clearly labeled macronutrient information, calorie counts, and net carbs. Includes a 2-day meal plan for anyone just starting out plus each recipe is portioned for two to help prevent overindulging. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Marion. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

7965966 THE EVERYTHING ONE POT MEDITERRANEAN COOKBOOK. By Peter Minak. You likely have all the basic cookware and appliances you need to whip up anything from sheet pan dinners and cozy casseroles to simmer all day soups and no-stir risottos, and you may have a few good, well-prepared vegetable sides you can turn to, like Greek Lingui with Shrimp, Skillet Chicken Parmesan, Mussels Saganaki, Risotto and Greens, Stuffed Figs, Cherry Clafouti, and more. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

4995503 FOODWISE: A Fresh Approach to Nutrition with 100 Delicious Recipes. By Mia Rigden. A path toward food freedom and feeling great in the body you were born with. Rigden’s 21-day reset program is completely plant-forward recipes will appeal to anyone looking to improve their health and relationship with food. Recipes include Blueberry-Basil Smoothie, Fresh Crab & Arugula Spaghetti, and more. Illus. in color. 246 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

7965376 SLIMMING SLOWER COOK: 200 Recipes Under 500 Calories. From simple light bites to hearty full meals, to tantalizing guilt-free treats, you will find that your slow cooker makes eating better effortless. Recipes include Smoky Sweet Potato Chili, Brown Stew Trout, Smashing Cassoulet, Fragrant Spiced Chicken, Vanilla Breakfast Fruity, & Figs, and more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7984556 INTERMITTENT FASTING DIET GUIDE + COOKBOOK. By Becky Blank. Do you need the diet strategies available to you, and learn how to select the best one to meet your goals. Learn about the best foods to eat for weight loss. Select a meal plan’s that’s done all the hard work of fine-tuning your macronutrient intake. Enjoy recipes that are high in flavor, so satisfying, Illus. in color. 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

★ 7937482 THE DIABETES-FREE COOKBOOK & EXERCISE GUIDE: 80 Utterly Delicious Recipes & 12 Easy Exercises to Keep Your Blood Sugar Low. By John M. White, C. Ackowski. Don’t let type 2 diabetes or pre-diabetes control your life—a delicious new journey to a healthier, happier you is waiting. This book nourishes your body and keeps your blood sugar levels in check, so you can enjoy tasty, satisfying meals. The easy to do exercises boost your flexibility and balance and keep you healthy as you age. Illus. in color. 186 pages. New Insights. 8/10X. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 7998316 THE 30-DAY HORMONE SOLUTION: The Key to Better Health and Natural Weight Loss. By Samantha Glastad. Guides you through the strategies and tools that Glashad uses to help her clients lose five pounds in 30 days with no loss of muscle tone and week weight loss. Recipes include Chocolate Cherry Bomb Smoothie, Cauliflower Gnocchi with Baked Chicken, and Homemade Roasted Chicken with Sweet Potato, Pineapple Salsa, and more. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

8008418 CARB CYCLING FOR BEGINNERS: Recipes and Exercises to Lose Weight and Build Muscle. By Andy Kelly. This book offers easy recipes with effective exercises, this volume has everything you need to replace unhealthy food habits with sustainable ones—and it will also change the way you eat. Recipes include Huevos Rancheros, Baked Avocado and Eggs, Hawaiian Pizza Pitas, Taco Salad, Shrimp and Sweet Potato Curry, Spiced Peppers, and more. Illus. in color. 124 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 777443X THE FORAGER’S COOKBOOK: Ideas & Prepare Edible Weeds & Wild Plants in 25 Recipes. By Bruton-Seal. Discover 90 exciting recipes showcasing weeds that are delicious, nutritious, medicinal, and free! With clear photographs and culinary tips, and detailed information about the nutritional lean. The authors also give guidance on how to harvest safely and responsibly. Try Chickweed Pesto, Dandelion Flower Jam, Elderberry Vinegar, and more. 286 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★★ 7971931 THE CAYENNE & COCOA COMPANION: 100 Recipes and Remedies for Natural Living. By Suzy Scherr. Cayenne and cocoa will level up easy at-home remedies, and beauty secrets for you and your family. Recipes include Louisana-Insprired Jalapena, Smoky Pumpkin Soup, Simplest Coconut Chai Latte, Reishi, Garden Pest Repellent, and more. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4988359 THE BODYBUILDER’S MEAL PREP COOKBOOK. By Erin Stern. By following proper nutrition and consuming the right balance of key macronutrients, you can see your gains go from good to great. And by preparing your meals in advance, you’ll manage to get out of the kitchen faster, save time, and ensure you’re fueling your body the right way to support your goals. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

8041630 CRISTY’S KITCHEN: More Than 120 Scrumptious and Nourishing Recipes Without Gluten, Dairy, or Processed Sugars. By Cristina Kniser. The delicious and healthful recipes in this volume are: favorites for breakfast, sauces, small dishes, and all-day stews, soups, and more. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $37.50 $24.99


4988358 THE 30-DAY MEAL PLAN FOR BEGINNERS: Low Carb Yum. By Lindsay Bailey. Spend a little time cooking on an afternoon so you’ll have a week’s worth of ingredients to put together healthy, delicious dishes throughout the month. Recipes include Blueberry Almond Breakfast Bars, Baked Cauliflower Tots, Creamy Avocado Fettuccini, Spicy Thai Basil Tofu, Scallops Midi, and more. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95

4997131 THE EVERYTHING MACRODINING DIET MEAL PREP COOKBOOK. By Lindsay Boyers. Are you ready to make macro-dining easy and get in control of your diet? Instead of counting calories or avoiding whole categories of foods, you can count macronutrients—protein, fat and carbs—and help you stay on track and eat healthily all week long. Well illus. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

199965X CLEAN ENOUGH: Get Back to Basics and Leave Room for Dessert. By Katzie Guy-Hamilton. The over 100 easy-to-prepare recipes are perfectly balanced for those days when you’re looking for a delicious balance between savory and sweet. The author’s refreshing attitude toward health is a welcome reminder that’s space in every day for broccoli and bread, mango and meringue. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

1999532 THE BEAUTY CHEF GUT GUIDE. By Carla Oates. Illuminates the intricate connection between gut function, glowing skin, health and wellbeing. Complete with in-depth exploration of gut health with a practical, easy to follow eight-week program for soothing and resetting the gut. Complete with weekly Gilliay, and 90 recipes. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


7949316 THE EVERYTHING EASY ANTI-INFLAMMATORY COOKBOOK. By Emily Stephen. You’ll find guidance on identifying the measures and tools that Gladish uses to help her clients drop their weight with Your Gut Way to Lose Weight. By Andy Kelly. The easy to do exercises boost your flexibility and balance and keep you healthy as you age. Illus. in color. 186 pages. New Insights. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

1999532 THE BEAUTY CHEF GUT GUIDE.
Quick & Easy Cooking

★ 7875967 TASTE OF HOME COOK IT QUICK: All-Time Family Classics in 10, 20 & 30 Minutes. Ed. by Mark Hagen. Beat the clock with 488 family favorites that serve up meals in as little as 10 minutes. Simply turn to the time-saving section that fits your schedule, and you'll enjoy stir-fries, casseroles, tacos, soups and even snacks and desserts in a snap. These recipes come from today's home cooks who know how to feed their families when the clock's ticking. Well illus., in color. 448 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

★ 7862093 FROM FREEZER TO INSTANT POT: The Cookbook. By B. Weinstein & M. Scarsobh. Collects 75 recipes and tons of strategies for cooking quick, flavorful one-pot meals with few or no ingredients—all in as little as 20 minutes. Learn how to find hundreds of simply satisfying dinner ideas as well affordable desserts that end menus on a sweet note. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Taste of Home. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $11.99

★ 7824372 TASTE OF HOME 5 INGREDIENT RECIPES. By Christine Rukavena. Whether your craving a speedy breakfast to start the day or a low effort entree to enjoy in the evening, choose 172 low-cost recipes that call for only five ingredients or fewer! A mouth watering dish is just moments away, leaving you free to relax and enjoy what really matters in life. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8x11. $7.95

★ 7824399 TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY SHEET PAN: 134 Recipes for Weeknight Ease. Ed. by Christine Rukavena. Stocks your favorite sheet pan with a handful of ingredients and serve up a tasty one dish surprise that's sure to become a new staple in your home. Whether serving Sheet Pan Taco Salad; Korean Beef Bibimbap; Stuffed Sweet Potatoes; Turkey Lattuce Potpie or Banana Split Cake Bars, you'll relish each bite and cherish every moment of time saved. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8x11. $7.95


★ 8007780 TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY COOKING. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. Treat your loved ones to homemade specialties without devoting hours to prepare. Contains more than 300 recipes that deliver both flavor and time-saving convenience. You'll find chapters that spotlight five ingredient recipes, 20 minute recipes, meals for one, main dishes and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

★ 1988514 TASTE OF HOME QUICK COOKING ANNUAL RECIPES 2022. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. You'll find the ideas and hints you need to create satisfying, delicious meals on your own timeline. Comforting casseroles you can pop into the oven on short notice, slow-cooked dishes that take just a few minutes in the morning and then simmer all day, ultra quick meals that you'll have on the table in under 30 minutes, and more. Color photos. 304 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $15.99

5871069 FOOD52 SIMPLY GENIUS: Recipes for Beginners, Busy Cooks & Creative Cooks. By Orlando Murrin. For anyone who enjoys good food but has little time to spend preparing a meal, Food52's award-winning editors offer dozens of quick, easy-to-prepare dishes. Whether serving Sheet Pan Tacos Salad; Korean Beef Bibimbap; Pakistani Beef Curry or a Stuffed Roasted Sweet Potato, you'll find the most delicious, homestyle recipes for your family, friends and beyond. Well illus., in color. 192 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8x11. $12.99

Shaved Fennel Salad with Provolone, and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Ten Speed. 8x10/14. $35.00 $7.95


7495502 THE SIMPLE COMFORTS STEP-BY-STEP INSTANT POT: The Cookbook. By Jeffrey Eisner. The author’s recipes are simpler than ever, with quick cooking and each Instant Pot recipe using no more than ten ingredients (including salt, pepper, and oil) and often many fewer. But make no mistake: these shortcut dishes never skimp on flavor. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Voracious. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $14.99

7893164 THE TORTILLA COOKBOOK: 60 Quick & Easy, Delicious Wrap-Based Recipes Inspired by the World-Famous Challenge, By Sarah Cook. Color photos. 182 pages. Seven Dials. Pub. at $12.99. $8.95


779184 125 BEST CASSEROLES AND ONE-POt MEALS. By Rose Murray. 16 pages of color photos. 192 pages. Robert Rose Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95


7720912 HOW TO BOIL WATER: Life Beyond Takeout. By Food Network. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $15.95

1947984 FROM FREEZER TO COOKER, By P. Connolly. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $3.95


1997270 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING EASY MEAL PREP. The Ultimate Cookbook for Make-Ahead Meals. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $9.95
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PRICe CUT TO $9.95

PRICe CUT TO $9.45

PRICe CUT TO $4.95

PRICe CUT TO $7.95

PRICe CUT TO $4.95

PRICe CUT TO $7.95

PRICe CUT TO $4.95

PRICe CUT TO $4.95

PRICe CUT TO $4.95

PRICe CUT TO $9.45
**Quick & Easy Cooking**

**780247** ONE BAKE BREADS EASY: Foolproof Cakes, Traybakes, Bars and Bites from Gluten-Free to Vegan and Baked, By Edith Kerger. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. HMH Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


**787477** SIMPLY VEGAN BAKING: Taking the Fuss Out of Vegan Cakes, Cookies, Breads and Desserts. By Freya Cox. Vegan baking doesn’t have to be difficult or boring—it can be simple and delicious! Try Sally Lunn Buns, these simple but raisin Oatmeal Cookies (ready in minutes), amazing Lemon Meringue Pie, always-popular Carrot Cake, and THE Best Chocolate Brownies you’ll ever taste. In color. 176 pages. Harper Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**101479** THE ALTERNATIVE FLOUR COOKBOOK: Plant-Based Kitchen. By Kim Lutz. You can easily enjoy all the benefits of alternative flours in 100 savoy and sweet plant-based recipes like Cinnamon Mug Coffee Cake, Artichoke Tomato Tartelette, Dried Apricot Scone, Almond Ricotta; Barbecue Seitan Sandwiches; Sesame Almond Noodles; Maple Bourbon Bread Pudding; and more. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Sterling Epicurious. Pub. at $19.95

**802471** POWER VEGAN MEALS: High-Protein Plant-Based Recipes for a Stronger, Healthier You. By Maya Soetoro. Easy meals that are high in protein and delicious to eat. Includes inspiration from international cuisine and comfort foods favorites, Soetoro has crafted over 75 diverse and flavorful gluten-free, soy-free, dairy-free and plant-based recipes. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

---

**Outdoor Cooking & Grilling**

**784820X** OPERATION BBQ: 200+ Smokin’ Recipes from Competition Grand Champions, By T. O’Neale. A collection of recipes from championship-winning barbecue teams who volunteer for disaster relief efforts across the United States. These winning heroes develop BBQ dishes that wow crowds and judges everywhere, and then help feed displaced residents and emergency personnel. Recipes include Bone-Sucking Baby Back Ribs, Jalapeno and Applewood Bacon Burgers, and Bacon-Wrapped Venison. Color photos. 352 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**793885** THE ULTIMATE WOOD PELLET SMOKER AND GRILL COOKBOOK, 2ND EDITION. By Fimlaker Academy. You’ll find tips on temperatures, cooking times, and the most efficient use of the most important meats, rubs and marinades for meat, vegetables, poultry and seafood; tasty and easy to follow recipes that will take your backyard delights to the next level; and more. 120 pages. Fimlaker Pub. at $18.95

---

**Vegetarian Cooking**

**78703X** MEATLESS: More than 200 of the Very Best Vegetarian Recipes. By Martha Stewart Living. You’ll find recipes for almost as long as you’ve been cooking, including Fresh Pea Hummus, Frittata with Asparagus, Tomato Soup with Poached Eggs, Ricotta and Spinach Stuffed Shells, Slow-Cooked Caldo Tavibollle, Portobello and Zucchini Tacos, and more. Full color. in color. 384 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

**499174** INSTANT POT MIRACLE VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK. By Urvashi Pitre. A collection of healthy, delicious and comforting vegetarian meals that you can cook in just minutes. Learn the basics of various pressure cookers to determine which one is best for you and get tips with the right type of timing, choosing your pressure cooking accessories, and maintaining your pressure cooker. Full color. 128 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**7994567** VEGGIE BURGERS EVERY WAY WHICH WAY: Fresh, Flavorful & Hearty Vegan & Vegetarian Burgers. By Lukas Volger. Covers the art and science of making delicious, veggie burger recipes including: Lentil Celery Root Burgers; Tofu and Chard Burgers; Baked Falafel Burgers; and more. Over half the recipes are gluten-free, as are many of the extra. Color photos. 173 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**7980764** RUNNING ON VEGGIES: Plant-Powered Recipes for Fueling and Feeding Your Best. By Lottie Bildecki. More than 200 mostly vegan meals, many of which can be eaten by vegetarians as well; delicious, nutritious recipes that are easy to cook and eat. Full color. 320 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

---

**Pastas**


**792487X** PASTA FRESCA: Master the Art of Fresh Pasta. By Carmella Sopie Sironi. We’ll show you how to turn even the most basic pasta dough into a variety of delicious shapes and stunning designs. Pair it with one of the dozens of recipes Sironi has crafted with her pasta, and you’ll be an expert pasta chef in no time! Color photos. 336 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


---

**802471** POWER VEGAN MEALS: High-Protein Plant-Based Recipes for a Stronger, Healthier You. By Maya Soetoro. Easy meals that are high in protein and delicious to eat. Includes inspiration from international cuisine and comfort foods favorites, Soetoro has crafted over 75 diverse and flavorful gluten-free, soy-free, dairy-free and plant-based recipes. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Pear-Almond Danish Bread, Hot Chocolate Cake, and more. Well illus. Rizzoli. 9x11¾. Pub. at $35.00

TRAVELLING IN TIME

*7896683 RUM: The Manual. By Dave Broom. Provides information on all kinds of classic rums and new-generation rums, about rum culture and premium aged rums, about rums from all over the world and how to drink them. It’s about enjoying your rum ways you never thought possible. Also includes recipes and the origins of drinks made with rum. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. $19.99

**7896690 STUFF EVERY WINE SNOB SHOULD KNOW. By Melissa Monosoff. Whether you love robust reds, zippy whites, or bottles of buttery Chardonnay, this book gives you all the information, horizons, and trivia you need to know, including: how wine is made; how to pair a proper glass of wine; how to pair wine with food; how to host a wine tasting; how to age and cellar wine; and more. 145 pages. Dark. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

**7871239 WINE STYLE: Discover the Wines You Will Love Through 50 Simple Recipes. By Kate Leahy. Wine and food are meant to be enjoyed together. This fresh look at a classic subject covers the essential grape varieties that wine lovers need to know, as well as 50 elegantly simple and delicious recipes to savor alongside. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $22.00. $15.95

LEONARD'S CAMPFIRE COOKBOOK: From Last Suppers to Tailgates. By Catherine O'Leary. This book is filled with over 100 recipes for roasting meat or vegetables over a live fire, plus tips on how to build a fire and prepare the coals. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $39.99. $29.99.


GOOSEBERRY PATCH THE CHRISTMAS MENU STRATEGIES. By Catherine O'Leary. Whether you’re in charge of the most important meal of the year or just want to add some flair to your holiday menu, this book offers all kinds of tips to help you plan a stress-free, stress-free thanksgiving. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $14.95.

**7874103 CHRISTMAS FOR SHARING. Christmas time is for sharing so many wonderful things—putting up special decorations, making favorite holiday foods, and spending time with family and friends. Collects easy to follow recipes using familiar ingredients, plus sweet holiday memories and clever tips for creating your own sweet memories, llus. in color. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95.


**7794867 CHEF’S GUIDE TO MAKING MAGIC WITH MUSELOGAL: Recipes & Tips for the Modern Mixologist. By Joel Mfundis. Includes everything you need to know about the art of the mixology, from how to prepare each type to ensure a successful infu. Illus. in color. 170 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $22.00.


CHRISTMAS WITH SOUTHERN LIVING 2022. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Meredith. 8x11¾. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

**772933 CHRISTMAS WITH SOUTHERN LIVING 2022. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Abrams. 8x11¾. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95


COMPLETE B EER COURSE: F rom START TO FINISH. Complete from Still Design and Bartending Guides. 143 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95.


THE COMPLETE COOKBOOK: From Novice to Expert in Twelve Tasting Classes. By Joshua Bernstein. Join Bernstein on a tour of the best offerings from craft beer festivals and home brew expos. With more than 100 different beer styles and styles to choose from, this book includes over 75 recipes for hot up! The complete beer course. Illus. in color. 340 pages. Union Square & Co. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95.

Desserts

7873677 PERFECT CAKES. By Nick Malgieri. He shares his flawless recipes and professional techniques for baking a perfect cake every time. From simple to extravagant, it covers them all–hundreds of recipes, including Sour Cream Coffee Cake; Angel Food Cake; Zuppa Inglese; 362 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $37.50 $9.95

7816162 CLEAN DESSERTS: Delicious No-Bake Vegan + Gluten-Free Cookies, Bars, Balls, and More. By Lynn Willian. Uses real food ingredients like nuts, seeds, nut butters, and dates to whip up guilt-free cookies, bars, balls, and classic candy bars, as well as no-bake cheesecakes and ice cream! Recipes include: Black Forest Thumbprint Cookies; Chocolate Chia Seed Bars; Hazelnut Caramel Balls, Raspberry Macarons; Pecan Praline Ice Cream; and more. Well illus. in color. 226 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

1999508 ARTISAN HOME BAKING. By Meg Rivers. Share in the joy of quintessential baking with over 50 classic recipes, from simple yet delicious cakes and cookies, to irresistible brownies, loaves and tarts, for all to cherish and enjoy and take home. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

1999311 FANTASY CAKES: Magical Recipes for Fanful Bakers. By Angela Romeo. Bake your dreams come true with this stunning collection of 60 recipes for modern occasion cakes. Clever tips and tricks ensure the most complex-looking cakes are achievable. Includes surprise cakes, flamingos, mermaids, unicorns, rainbows and more! Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $23.95 $12.95

7970854 DELECTABLE: Sweet & Savory Baking. By Claudia Fleming with C. Young. More than 140 recipes include chapters on Breakfast and Breads; Desserts and Cakes; Pies and Sundaes; and Cookies. Making simple preparations truly delicious is a challenge Fleming has always embraced. With this collection she reveals a formula for success. 316 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

7979460 PIE CAMP: The Skills You Need to Make Any Pie You Want. By Kate McDermott. Provides the techniques and know-how to achieve total pie confidence at home. Secrets to flaky crusts (gluten-free, vegan, all-butter), creamy chiffons (Pumpkin Orange, Chai), perfectly fluffy (Rhubarb Pie), and more. With 151 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

7952207 NUTELLA: 60 Classic Recipes. By Mary Ann Cohen. Discover a delicious array of cakes, pastries and desserts made with the classic hazelnut cocoa spread. Try Mixed Berry Muffins, Baklava and Orange Cake, a banana tart with hazelnut, Vanilla and Praline Eclairs. With techniques and recipes to suit every level of expertise, this collection will appeal to all lovers of Nutella. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Windmill Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

7954957 THE UNOFFICIAL STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE COOKBOOK. By A.K. Whitney. You’ll find 75 dessert recipes inspired by strawberry and its pairing, ranging from an imaginary gathering in Times Pear with some Times Pear Danishes. After you take a bite of Lime’s Dancing Chiffon Cake, you’ll want to have a happy little yogis yourself! Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

795224X PLANET CAKE LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP: Celebration Cakes for Special Occasions. By Paris Cutler. Putting thought, energy and inspiration into creating a unique cake can be a loving act. This book is a treasure trove of ideas and all the loose ends that make all the recipes and photos extra special. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Murdoch Books. 8½x11x½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

7971956 VIVA DESSERTS! Traditional & Reinvented Sweets from a Mexican-American Kitchen. By Nicole Presley. From Atole de Canela and Bunculos de Veneto to Oreo Horchata Cheesecake to Dulce de Leche Pancakes, in this book you’ll find a scumptious collection of traditional Mexican desserts and American desserts Mexicanized. Fully illus. in color. 186 pages. Farrar, Straus. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95


7807864 FINE COOKING PIES & CRISPS: Over 100 Sweet and Savory No-Fail Recipes. Color photos. 201 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

199942X TASTE OF HOME BEST-LOVED FALL BAKING & DESSERTS. Ed. by Catherine Carley. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95


Beverages

7847529 SKINNY SMOOTHIES: 101 Delicious Drinks That Help You Detox and Lose Weight. By S. Harris & E. Johnson. With this guide you’ll learn everything you need to know about drinking nutritious, healthy drinks that taste great everyday. 202 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


799867X COLD BREW COFFEE: Recipes, Ingredients & Cocktails for the Hottest Trend. By Chloe Callow. This guide will give you all the knowledge you need including how to make your own cold brew coffee at home. Step by step techniques—from easy home brews for beginners to more in-depth instructions for small-batch artisans. Handy tips and expert advice for finding the perfect recipe to suit your tastes, and more. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

7868375 ENERGIZING SUPERFOOD JUICES AND SMOOTHIES: Nutrient-Dense, Seasonal Recipes to Jump-Start Your Health. By Shauna R. Martin. Jump-start your body with superfoods in the form of juices, smoothies, and other nutritious, delicious drinks. Fruits and vegetables are selected to coincide with fresh, delicious, seasonal produce. With over 40 unique and delicious combinations, these yummy green juices and smoothies can be made right in your own kitchen, anytime you want. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95
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